ECON 6470

Final Exam Economics Growth and Development

Spring 2017

Final Exam: Answer FE-1 and F-2 or FE-3 in the exam book provided (list of references and key equations
Figures can be pre-printed, no sentences or outlines for answers please).
Question FE-1 Population, migration and economic growth: A) in the standard Solow-Swan model rising
population growth lowers growth and reduces long term per capita income. Show this graphically and explain the
intuition behind this result (what are we holding constant to get this result). B] A drop in the fertility rate on the
other hand creates a demographic dividend as in GMR (2016) where the dependency ratio falls. How did this
happen in Bangladesh and China, Rosling’s Bangladesh Miracle video). As in Chapter 8 of J&V 3rd edition:
parents started investing more in the education of fewer children. C) How do manufacturing exports contribute in
both cases (see Mubarak and Heath, 2015 and Lucas, 1993 Making a Miracle ) How does trade facilitate long
production lines and learning by doing, as with liberty ships…see also Lucas 1993. D) Despite the fact that China,
Indonesia, and Vietnam all joined the WTO(when?) many question the direction of causality between trade and
growth (R&R has been cited 4,500 times) E) PhD students write down a model where increased trade restrictions
reduce growth (Basu and McLeod, 1993 or Mileva and McLeod and the class handout) and a model where trade
reduces growth (see R&R, 2000 for a similar models one with tariffs and one with RERs). What is the key
difference in these models?
Question FE-2 Manufacturing jobs, services or transfers? a) Discuss what Rodrik calls the problem of premature
de-industrialization. How does PDI in some sense reflect the success of Asian exporters? How can or are Asian
countries helping to mitigate this problem (see Justin Lin’s 2012 “flying geese” paper). How can recovery in
Europe and the United States help mitigate this problem) what are the threats to both of these developments (in
China) B] Can India “skip” manufacturing export led growth and go directly to services exports? C] How did
African growth miracle take place w/o manufacturing exports? Is this growth sustainable? Why does China matter
here too? C] What does the WB concept note suggest can be done about lack of manufacturing growth. Baldwin
proposes transfers, discuss a model where transfers increase growth, what are the proglm
Question FE-3: Migration, Diversity and Economic growth a) Following Bove & Elia (2017) distinguish
between diversity, polarization and How did years of mass migration affect U.S. growth? Following Bove
distinguish between diversity, polarization and ethnic fractionalization? How has India, Europe and the U.S.
overcome this problem and turned diversity into and advantage (for now, thank you France…) b) PhD students:
write down a model following Peri and Shih where migration leads to higher productivity, with and without a
research sector. What are the limits of research driven TFP (Jones and Romer, see Jones, Chapter 6 & 7)
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Old trade question for refences See the updated Trade and Growth Lecture notes and the fixed Open Economies
handout. Even skeptics of trade’s ability to increase economic growth such as Rodrik admit that export processing zones
and a weak RER has been “levers for growth” for many countries, including China and Vietnam. A) Despite a strong
correlation, it has been surprisingly difficult to demonstrate a causal link between trade and growth. 1 Briefly, discuss the
ways in which trade stimulates growth referring to learning by doing, FDI and migration from rural to urban areas, use
China, Indonesia and Vietnam as examples, when did each join the WTO? The original Asian “tigers” grew very rapidly,
but had less TFP growth (or did they? Please check the new PWT Masters students briefly describe a model in which
trade reduces or increases growth (we discussed several models in class, including the classic Sachs and Warner paper, as
updated by while PhD students write down equations for two growth models one in which higher tariffs raise growth and
one in which higher tariffs increase growth, providing an intuitive explanation of both outcomes (see Rodriguez & Rodrik
2000 (R&R) or Sachs and Gallup, 1999 or Basu and McLeod, 1992 or Mileva and McLeod 2011). What is the difference
between tariffs and a weak RER? In your view does the success of Asian exporters validate low inequality and industrial
policy? Recall the consensus view of integration presented by Rodrik in Growth Strategies. How did Asian economies
capture the best of free trade and self discovery (industrial policy). B) Briefly summarize this 2nd & 3rd round evidence in
response to such as Warner, 2003 R&R’s (2001) argument that trade does not increase growth.
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Meaning how and why trade can be a “policy lever for growth” (or not) sometimes. Why does reducing barriers to trade increase growth and lead
to convergence in some models, while in other models reducing trade barriers reduces growth. Illustrate this discussion with reviewed in class R&R,
2000 or Sachs and Gallup or Basu and McLeod, the handout version, or McLeod and Mileva, 2011). For example, Sachs and Warner (1995) test four
barriers to trade. Sachs and Gallup (2001) and Frankel & Romer, 1999 look at distance as a barrier to trade. Later Warner, 2003 focuses on tariffs
only. Basu and McLeod (1992) add a tariff to an endogenous growth model. McLeod and Mileva, 2011 at focus on the real exchange rate as barrier
to trade... Describe a trade and growth model where barriers to trade reduce growth and one where it increases LR growth. Give an intuitive
description or a model discussing/showing why barriers to trade increase or reduce growth in each case.

